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QUESTION 1

Which of the following elements does NOT exist in system configuration xml (system, xml file)? 

A. frontend_type 

B. frontend_class 

C. frontend_model 

D. frontend_block 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The value of the config/placeholders/ [placeholder_id] /block node from the merged cache.xml configuration is used . 

A. only as a human-readable attribute to the placeholder tags in full page cache records 

B. to fetch the cache lifetime for the full page cache entry from the correct block instance 

C. to build the unique cache id for full page cache records 

D. to map a block instance to the corresponding placeholder configuration while saving a full page cache entry 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which one of the following statements is true regarding layout update handles? 

A. Layout update handles must always match a module_controller_action pattern such as catalog_product_view. 

B. There may never be more than one layout update handle per request. 

C. Layout update handles are declared at any level of the layout XML hierarchy. 

D. A layout update handle may be specified as a string argument when calling loadLayout (). 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which method is responsible for a full re-index in the abstract Magento indexer? 

A. fullReindex() 

B. reindexAH() 

C. processEvent () 

D. reindex() 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three of the following object types will have a parent class found in the Mage_Eav module for the purposes of
EAV data storage in Magento? (Choose three) 

A. Data model 

B. Data helper 

C. Resource model 

D. Resource collection 

E. Setup class 

Correct Answer: CDE 
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